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The sociological study on the status and role of Nepali women from social 

and cultural perspectives is very rare so far as the tea plantation of Darjeeling 

Himalayas is concerned. The basic objective of the present study is to examine the 

changing role·and status ofNepali women in tea plantation ofDarjeeling Himalayas 

in the context of their culture community and social structure. More specifically, the 

present piece of research work is designed to examine the changing role and status 

of Nepali Women in agro-industrial setting of tea plantation society of Darjeeling 

Himalayas after migrating from a poor rural agricultural background. In this· section 

I shall present the major findings of the entire study and the conclusion drawn out of 

them. Finally, some suggestions shall be made on the basis of this empirical study. 

I 

The present study have been conducted in seven tea gardens of Darjeeling 

Himalayas. They are Badamtam, Pandam, Happy Valley, Vah-Tukvar, Singe!!, 

Springside and Castleton. The first four tea gardens are located in Sadar Sub

division of Darjeeling district and the rest three tea gardens are located in Kurseong 

sub-division of Darjeeling district. In all the tea gardens under study Nepali women 

workers (coolie) are numerically dominant in labour force. The high proportion of 

women workers in the tea industry is contrary to the general trend in the organized 

sector of industry where the proportion of women workers in the labour force has 

been declining. But in the tea gardens of Darjeeling Himalayas, women are 

numerically dominant as working force. Nearly 95 per cent women workers 

composed of Nepali castes and tribes and majority of women workers belongs to. 

middle caste Nepalis like Tamang, Rai, Limbu, Manger, Gurung, Sunuwar, Newar, 

Thami, Bhujel, Jogis, Yakhas etc. Among these middle caste Nepalis Tamang 

(Murmis), Khambus (Rai), Limbu (Subba), Yakhas (Dewan), Gurung, Manger and 

Newars are numerically dominant in the tea plantation ofDarjeeling Himalayas. 
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Similar to modem industrial organization, the tea plantation has also an 

organization of work and a hierarchy of staff. This hierarchy includes the 

management at the top, followed by staff, sub-staff and workers or coolie at the 

bottom. In Chapter three we have discussed in detail about the position of women in 

plantation work hierarchy. It was observed that since the inception of tea industry in 

Drujeeling Himalayas women have outnumbered men as working force or coolie. 

For more than a century they were denied promotional facilities and always 

recruited them only in the coolie category. It was for the first time in the history of 

tea industry that the women were given promotional chances during 1980s. The 

present study revealed that many women of Badamtam, Singell and Springside tea 

gardens have been promoted to sub-staff or supervisory staff like Daffadars and 

Chaprasis, but their numbers are insignificant as compared to male sub-staffs. At 

the same period during 1980s some tea gardens have appointed women in staff 

category as Babus or clerks. It was found that the tea gardens like Singell, 

Badamtam, Springside, Happy Valley and Pandam have appointed women as 

clerical staffs. Some of them are successfully working as Head Clerks. As regards to 

management category, it was noteworthy that for the first time in the plantation 

history one lady has been appointed as Assistant Manager who is presently working 

under Goodrick Group Ltd. 

Women's participation in first three categories like management, staff and 

sub-staff is insignificant as compared to their overwhelming majority as workers or 

coolie. We have also explored the reasons behind the numerical dominance of 

women as working force. We have found that the family-based employment system 

or recruitment policy of management and agro-based nature of tea plantation work 

are mainly responsible for the high employment of women in tea industry. Plucking 

of tea leaves or patti tipai is one of the important activities done by women workers. 

It is an important operation because the quality of manufactured tea depends upon 

the care and attention with which plucking is done. Women are considered more 

efficient in plucking of tea leaves than men. Besides plucking women have to 

perform different types of agricultural works like pruning, hand weeding, colon 

thully, skiffing, manuring, nursery work etc. Most of these work are similar to 



modem agriculture. In many tea gardens women are also employed as factory 

workers. There are six processes of manufacturing tea like withering; rolling, 

fermentation, drying, sorting and packing, out of these six process women are 

engaged only in last two processes. Generally there are not many permanent workers 

appointed solely for the factory work but whenever there is a necessity of employing 

more workers they are taken away from the field operation and employed in factory. 

Once in the factory they get better wages and other facilities. The present study 

revealed that a number of women in Badamtam and Castleton have been employed 

in factory work. Out of 17 factory women workers of these 2 tea gardens only two 

are employed as permanent factory worker. The rest women are permanent field 

workers who are employed in the factory only during the peak plucking season i.e. 

from April to September and October. 

The tea industry is agJ;o-based and highly labour-intensive industry. This is 

the only organized industry where women have outnumbered men as a working 

force or coolie. The predominance of female labour over the male workers is a 

distinctive feature in tea gardens ofDa:rjeeling Himalayas. The recruitment policy of 

the tea planters is also responsible for the numerical majority of women in tea 

plantation. The tea industry in Da:rjeeling Himalayas was started later than in Assam 

(1839). The recruitment system in Da:rjeeling tea gardens was different from that of 

Assam and other tea regions of India. The Workmen's Breach of Contract Act of 

1859 (No.VII) which was applicable in case of Assam, Nilgiri and Annamalai Hills 

was never applied to the tea plantation of Da:rjeeling Himalayas. The Inland 

Emigration Act III of 1863 which provided that all the labour recruiters should be 

licensed and that every intending emigrants should be closely supervised by this Act 

was not applicable in Da:rjeeling tea gardens. The planters of Da:rjeeling tea gardens 

preferred Sardari system for labour recruitment. Unlike the Arkatis of Assam and 

Kanganies or maistries of Nilgiri and Annamalai Hills, Sardars of Da:rjeeling were 

not licensed recruiters. More often than not, the Sardars were themselves a part of 

the factory or plantation labour occupying supervisory positions. Unlike tea 

plantations of Assam and Dooars and Terai regions of West Bengal where the 

labourers were indentured from the various tribal belts ofChotonagpur and Santhal 
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Pargana of Bihar (now in Jharkhand) and Orissa, the question of labour recruitment 

in Darjeeling tea gardens was little difficult as the workers were to be brought from 

the rural areas of Nepal. Here, the caste or community backgrounds of the recruiters 

played an important role as it was easier for Sardars and his assistant known as 

Gallawalas to induce new recruits of their own caste or community fellows by 

enticing or showing all the advantages of work and the prospects of ultimate 

settlement on independent holdings. The Sardars used to motivate workers to come 

with their whole families as in the case they were likely to stay permanently in the 

plantation. So the family-based employment policy in the initial stages of plantation 

history is responsible for large number of women in tea plantation. This type of 

recruitment of whole family speaks of the Britishers well-planned design. This 

would mean less of labour mobility from one place to another and the scope of 

employing even the children at less than half of the wage of an adult. With the 

passing of Plantation Labour Act 1951, the recruitment procedure also undergone 

some change. Now-a-days only local Nepalis who are the permanent garden resident 

are recruited through Badli or substitute system. Under Badli system the new 

appointment is to be done from among the dependent members of the retiring 

workers. 

Tea gardens operate on a system of daily wages. The daily wage workers are 

paid on the basis of time-rate as well as piece-rate. Under the former, a workers is 

paid according to the time for which he or she works, usually on a hourly basis, 

under the latter category or thika system, payment is made on the basis of the output 

of work. But the output of work must be easily measurable, consisting of standard 

prices which can be counted or output can be measured by length or by weight etc . 

. Wage differentials between men and women existed in the tea gardens of 

Darjeeling Himalayas since their inception. Unequal wage rate between men and 

women was finally abolished by passing the Equal Remuneration Act in 1976. This 

act finally abolished the wage discrimination on the basis of sex which was in 

existence for more than a century. With the establishment of Minimum Wages 

Board, the wages of the workers are revised regularly at the interval of every two 

years. It was found from the official record that during the plucking season, women 



earn more money than men workers on the- merit of their efficiency as they are 

considered more efficient in plucking tea leaves. For plucking more tea leaves 

during the peak plucking season workers are given doubly or bakshis (extra tea leaf 

price) which acts as an incentive for plucking more tea leaves. These days, Thika or 

task system has become more popular than hazira or time-rate because former type 

of work takes less time to accomplish the specific piece of work assigned to a 

worker. By doing so, they are able to devote rest of their time in agricultural 

operation. 

During the pre-independence period, the amenities (social, economic and 

health) made available to the workers were kept at the bare minimum level such as 

housing, medical facilities, food grain subsidy etc. After independence, various Acts 

were passed regulating the conditions of workers. Now the owners or management 

are bound by statutory obligations. Now the various Acts like Employees Provident 

Fund Act, 1952, Payment ofBonus Act, 1965, Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 cover 

plantation workers. Under the statutory items of Plantation Labour Act 1951, 

workers are getting free quarters, sickness benefit, earned leave, maternity benefits 

etc. Under non-statutory items, workers are provided food-grain subsidy or ration. 

Women workers get subsidized ration of 1 kg. rice and 2.300 kgs. wheat every 

week. The bonafide dependents of the permanent workers are also entitled to get 

ration. Women workers get 350 gms. of dry tea per month whereas staff and sub

staff women get 800 gms. and 500 gms. respectively. The women workers get 8 

mds. of firewood per year (2.99 quintals). Sub-staff and staff women get 12 mds. 

(4.48 quintal) and 60 mds. (22.39 quintal) of firewood per year. In the recent years 

with a view to conserving the forest and protecting environment, the garden 

management have started giving coal briquette in lieu of firewood. Every year 14 

days casual leave, 14 days medical leave, 6 week pre-natal and 6 week post natal 

maternity leave are also granted to the women workers. 

It was observed that in the tea plantation ofDarjeeling Himalayas majority of 

Nepali middle caste women are early migrants whereas the higher caste tagadhari 

warne~ like Bahun, Thakuris and Chhetris are later immigrants. We have tried to 

analyse the main reasons behind the large-scale migration of middle caste Nepalis to 
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this reg10n. The push factors such as increase pressure on land and resultant 

impoverishment of the small peasant in rural Nepal, the introduction of new land 

tenure system known as Raiker as against the traditional type known as Kipat, 

religious and social discrimination or the domination of new Hindu rulers, the 

conquest of the Kathmandu Valley and the later unification of Nepal in 1769 by 

Prithivi Narayan Shah, a Hindu ruler, over population, fragmented land holding, 

indebtedness, food deficiency or economic hardship, social discrimination suffered 

by middle and lower castes as a result of political, social and economic domination 

of high caste rulers etc. while the 'pull' factors such as introduction of tea industry 

in Dmjeeling HimalayaS,the recruitment of Gorkha or Nepalis to British army since 

as early as 1815 have worked hand in hand in building a viable Nepali society in tea 

plantation of Darjeeling Himalayas. But the 'pull' factors are perhaps more 

important in this regard. All over the world, bringing of labourers from outside, 

preferably from very far-off places, and employ them in plantations has been a 

concomitant feature of the colonial rule (cotton plantation in North America, Sugar 

Plantations in British Guyana, Fiji and Cuba, Rubber Plantation in Malaysia, Coffee 
' -

Plantation of Brazil, tea plantation in India and Sri Lanka, Sugar cane plantation of 

Java and Tobacco plantation in Sumatra's East Coast). The main reason behind all 

this is that the employers can afford to pay such labourers a very low wage, and 

ensure a steady labour supply by keeping them tied to an invisible chain from which 

it is difficult for them to come out. 

The above factors both push and pull are responsible for the large-scale 

immigration of middle caste Nepalis who have entered into the labour force since 

the inception of tea industry in the region. These middle castes working women have 

a distinct historical and cultural background. Almost all of them were originally 

'tribes' brought into the Hindu caste-fold later by the· Indian emigrants to Nepal, 

who represent the forefathers of the present High caste Nepalis (Bahun and 

Chhetris). But these middle caste groups still bear many tribal characteristics those 

found among the schedule tribes ofindia. Since very long time, these groups have 

been demanding for their enlistment in the ST category. Recently in 2003 only the 

Tamangs (Murmis) and Limbus (Subba) have been given the status of scheduled 



tribe. Most of the middle castes Nepalis had either kingship or chieftainship until the 

consolidation of Nepal by Prithivinarayan Shah in 1769. 

As regards to the caste system among the Nepalis, it has its varied origin. 

The tagadhari jats like Bahuns, Thakuris and Chhetris have Indian origin while 

Matwalis jats like Tamangs, Rais, Limbus, Mangers, Gurungs, Sunwars, Newars, 

Tamis, Bhujels have tribal background of the Nepal Himalayas. Prior to 1769, 

excepting among the Newars, there was no rigid social hierarchy among the 

indigenous people of Nepal. Following the Indian model, a caste hierarchy was 

established for the first time in Nepal after 1769. Hence, prior to 1769, except in case 

of Hindus and Buddhist Newars, the basis of caste hierarchy was totally absent 

among the Mongoloid groups like Rais, Limbu, Tamang, Sunwars, Gurung, 

Mangers etc. The new caste hierarchy which was established in Nepal after the 

arrival of Brahmans and Kshatriyas had some important features i.e., the creation of 

vertical as well as horizontal division among the various groups and the inclusion of 

many tribes in the vaisya and sudra category. 

Immigration to the tea plantation in Darjeeling brought about many changes 

m the Nepali caste hierarchy. The Nepali caste system in the tea plantation of 

Darjeeling Himalayas is quite different from that of the traditional Nepal. Here, the 

immigrant Nepalis had to adjust in a completely new agro-industrial environment of 

the plantation society. Unlike in Nepal, all the castes and tribes have to live in the 

tea plantation as a homogeneous group despite their diverse linguistic and socio

cultural backgrounds. It was observed that in each tea garden about 12 to 15 

different Nepali castes and tribes are living harmoniously and engaged m 

homogeneous economic activity. Under such circumstances they cannot follow the 

strict rules regarding commensal relations, pollution and purity etc. However, in 

certain situations such as the customs in relation to marriage and death rituals, 

worship of ancestors or kul or pitripuja, celebration of community festivals etc., one 

can see the distinct social status of a caste. 

One of the important feature of caste system is the traditional hereditary 

occupation or caste callings. An analysis of the traditional occupational background 



of the Nepali ,women workers helped a lot in understanding the numerical 

dominance of the middle caste Nepalis and their better adaptation and adjustment in 

the agro-industrial environment of the tea plantation. It is observed that the middle 

caste working women are better adapted or adjusted in the tea plantation of 

Drujeeling Himalayas than the higher castes and lower castes women. We have 

already discussed in chapter four about the communal land OWnership or 'kipat' 

system of land holding among the agricultural communities like Khambus (Rai), 

Limbus (Subba), Yakhas (Dewan) and Sunuwar (Mukhia) of Eastern Nepal 

bordering Drujeeling and Sikkim Himalayas. Among these communities women 

used to take active participation in agricultural operation '!-long with menfolk. It was 

revealed from the field studies that the majority ofNepali women workers hail from 

, agricultural background of rural Nepal and the numerical dominance and the large

scale migration of these middle caste women like Tamangs,. Gurungs, Mangers, 

Rais, Limbus, Y akhas, Newars, Sunuwars etc. is certainly due to their poor peasant 

economy at the place of origin and the domination and exploitation of the immigrant 

Hindu rulers. The traditional agrarian background of these middle castes women 

have helped them to accept plantation works as the tea industry is agro-based and is 

not heavily mechanized. Moreover, the field operations like weeding, pruning, 

manuring, hoeing, nursery work etc. in the tea plantation are very much similar to 

those of the modem agriculture. Therefore, the Nepalis women are not strangers to 

.the new environment. Unlike typical industrial society, in tea industry we do not get 

a strict separation between home and place of work. Here, both the residential and 

working sectors are within the same area which have helped the women to, adjust 

better in the plantation work than in any other industry. 

The middle caste women have higher percentage of early migrants and it is 

also observed that the higher and lower castes women being later immigrant settlers 

and their population being few have not been able to exert dominance in plantation 

society. But the ritual position ofhigher caste tagadharijats (Bahun and Chhetris) is 

still respected and there is virtually no protest against the their traditional ritual 

status but they themselves have not been able to retain their expected purity after 

they migrated to the tea plantation. This is perhaps due to the overwhelming 



majority of middle castes groups in plantation who being earlier settlers have been 

able to monopolise all the higher position in the plantation work hierarchy i.e. sub

staff, staff and management category. These middle caste Nepali women are by and 

large in a satisfactory position both economically and ritually, The reason behind 

this is their early settlement in the region. Some of them like the Limbus (Subba) 

and Mangers are known to be as old as the Lepchas themselves. 

It. has been observetl that the structure and function of family has undergone 

remarkable changes in the tea plantation. Traditionally Nepali castes and tribes used 

to live in joint family due to their agricultural occupation. The joint living was 

prevalent not only among the higher castes i.e. Bahun, Chhetris and Newars but 

almost all the Nepali castes and tribes had joint living in their traditional society. In 

·the present agro-industrial setting, joint family system. has been breaking down 

resulting into the emergence of nuclear families. But unlike the typical nuclear 

family in urban areas, size of nuclear family in tea plantation is still large. 

Preference for nuclear family emerged more particularly due to the policies of the 

Management, which consider a nuclear family as a basic unit to receive work 

facilities and other benefits such as free quarter, cultivation land etc. Though there is 

a predominance of nuclear family a close kinship interdependence is noticed among 

them. They maintain close kinship ties with their ·relatives and often help one 

another in times of need. We have also come across a few cases of polygynous 

families consisting of married man with two wives and children. In 4 cases of 

polygynous families, married man had taken two sisters from the same family. This 

type of polygyny is practiced by many communities in tea plantation of Darjeeling 

Himalyas. On the other hand, polyandrous family was in vogue among the Sherpas 

who were the people of Tibetan origin. But now-a-days, Sherpas have also become 

monogamous in tea plantations. 

Traditionally, caste endogamy was restored by intra-caste marriage or jat 

bibah by .which the couples were to be selected by parents and elders. There is a 

remarkable changes in the institution of marriage in the tea plantation of Darjeeling 

Himalayas. The marriage patterns are changing under new agro-industrial settings. 

Marriage by individual choice rather than arranged by the parents or elders is the 



most prevalent form in the tea gardens which is gradually increasing among the 

younger generation. Among the Nepalis marriage is simply a contract rather than a 

sacrament. Though polygyny is permitted, specially in case of barreness of the first 

wife, monogamy is the general practice. Second marriage after death or divorce of 

the first wife is, however, very common. A boy and a girl can marry according to 

their own will without prior consent of their parents. Marriage is now a more 

personal affair than a family one and in the selection of spouse, the role of kins has 

considerably decreased. The inter-caste marriage or ajat bebah is on the increase. 

The traditional rules of patrilateral and matrilateral cross-cousin marriages among 

the Tamangs, Gurungs and Sherpas are totally absent now-a-days. Like other Hindu 

Nepalis castes, they also follow pinda and sapinda exogamy while making marital 

alliances or choosing partners. Though the system of hypergamy or anuloma and 

hypo gamy or pratiloma is still prevalent among the Bahun and Chhetris but they do 

not follow the strict rules of designating or adopting the caste titles. Now-a-days a 

new born baby automatically gets the caste title of his or her father irrespective of 

the high or low caste position. The traditional system of payingjat danda or penalty 

for the breach of caste endogamy is not so popular now-a-days. Traditionally, the 

system of polyandry was found among the tribes like Sherpas and Lepchas. Now-a

days they do not follow such system in tea plantation. Moreover, their percentage in 

tea gardens is insignificant in number. The Sorrorate marriage (i.e., the marriage 

between a man and his wife's younger sister or Sali) and levirate marriage (i.e. 

marriage between a woman and her husband's younger brother or dewar) are widely 

practiced by the Nepalis. 

It is true that the Nepali women workers suffer very few restrictions 

especially so far as the institution of marriage is concerned. Both men and women 

have a free choice of living with or leaving their respective partners or in other 

words, they can select their mates and can leave their mates as and when they like. 

Bride price i.e. the practice of giving gift of money or goods from the groom's 

family to the bride's family is also practiced by some Nepali communities. As a 

custom, this system is still continuing among the Hinduised Nepali tribes like Rai, 

Limbu, Y akha, Manger, Gurung, Sunuwars etc. The system of bride price or rit 



usually grants the groom the right to marry the bride and the right to her children. 

Hence women are not viewed as a liability in Nepali society. The son complex or 

preference for boys which is so predominant in Hindu society is less or almost 

absent amongst the Nepalis mainly because raising of girls and their marriage do not 

entail much expenditure. There is no system of dowry though there is system of 

giving daijo from the girl's family, which is also not compulsory. Even when a 

marriage breaks the custody of the children is taken by either of the parents through 

mutual agreement. In many cases the children stay with their mother and when she 

go for remarriage the stepfather accepts her children -as his own. 

Widowhood among the Nepalis is not an acute problem as widow remarriage 

is socially penrtitted. Among many Hinduised Nepali tribes like Rai, Limbu, Y~kha, 

Gurung, Manger, Sunuwar etc. there had been a social custom of marrying widowed 

sister-in-law by the brother-in-law. According to this. system in case the elder 

brother died the younger brother used to keep his sister-iii-law as his wife. This type 

of levirate marriage is still practiced by many Nepali castes and tribal groups. On the 

other hand, the problem of widowhood hardly arose among the non-Hindu 

communities like Sherpa·, Lepcha, Bhutias as they had the system qf fraternal 

polyandry. 

Social pathologicaL characteristics like i.e., dowry, bride burning, rape, 

prostitution and other crimes against women are hardly heard in the tea gardens of 

Darjeeling Himalayas. Divorce is yet another important factor in the context of 

studying women's status. The marriage among Nepalis is· not a sacramental affairs 

but contractual which does not bind the couple through religious constraints. 

Women are free to contract second marriage as their menfolk would do. No social 

stigma is attached to the divorced women and widow women. A widow is permitted 

to marry anytime as she likes. On the other hand, through the system ofjarikal (fine 

or compensation) a married woman is permitted to secure release from one husband 

to marry another, by making payment of compensation by later husband. 

Nepali women in the tea plantation society of Darjeeling Himalayas enjoy 

greater freedom and liberty as compared to their counterparts in the plains. There is 



no segregation of g~et'. Although the conditions of life are hard she enjoys a full 

and happy life. She can mOo'"e freely out of the home without male escort. She visits 

the weekly market and fairs. She participates in songs and dances and take active 

part in religious festivals and social ceremonies. It is true that in some religious 

rituals like kulpuja or pitripuja she is not directly associated but her indirect 

participation is always there. 

As we have already mentioned in the previous chapters that the majority of 

women workers in the tea plantation of Darjeeling himalay<tSbelong to middle caste 

Nepalis like Tamang, Rai, Limbu, Gurung, Manger, Newar, Sunuwar, Thami, 

Bhujels etc. whose socio-cultural life reflects tribal characteristics. Nepali women of 

these middle caste groups enjoy very flexible social code of conduct and therefore, 

have more freedom in society as compared to the women of upper caste groups. 

These middle caste women are comparatively more free than in traditional Hindu 

Society. The majority of Nepali women hailing from agricultural background of 

rural Nepal had the tradition of working in agricultural field along with men. 

Women workers belonging to Kirata tri~es like Khambu (Rai), Limbu (Subba), 

Yakha (Dewan) have the tradition to participate actively on their kipat holding i.e., 

land owned by community as a whole. 

It is observed that the Nepali women workers belong to various religious 

backgrounds such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, Animism etc. Traditionally, 

excepting high caste Bahun and Chhetris, all other Nepali castes and tribes were 

Animists and Shamanists having full of tribal rituals and festivals. Later on, these 

indigenous tribes of Nepal have converted to Hinduism after the establishment of 

Hindu Kingdom at Gorkha in 1459. After immigrating to the tea plantation and 

forming as a homogeneous Nepali speaking working community they accepted 

Hinduism as the predominant religion. However, the basic procedure of performing 

the rituals and festivals remained predominantly tribal m characters involving 

animal sacrifices and use of liquor. 

It is very interesting to note the continuation or persistence of traditional 

family rituals among the Matwalijats. For instance, the traditional Kirata tribes like 



Rai (Khambu), Limbu and Yakhas still practice ancestor worship (Kulpuja or 

Worship of patrilineage) annually. Such rituals are performed at family level, 

usually at the house of eldest male member of a particular thar or lineage. Whether 

it is a Khamang ofRais, Mangena of Limbus or Bhimsen puja ofNewars, in all such 

ancestor worships, animal sacrifice (mostly hens) and use of liquor or jnar are used 

in performing these rituals. It is true that women do participate in all such ancestor 

worships but they are often excluded from direct participation as only the male 

members are directly involved in such Kulpuja. The Nepali society, being a 

partilineal one, the role of women have been minimized as far as their direct 

participation in ancestor worship (worship ofpatrilineage) is concerned. 

It is also observed that a number of community festivals are celebrated in tea 

plantation irrespective of their caste and tribal backgrounds. One such example is 

Sansari puja which is performed by all villagers for a good rain. On such occasion, 

all the villagers go to the top of hill and throw down grains, pigeons and stones of all 

sizes. So that the rumbling of their fall may resemble the rumbling of thunder, as 

they believe that rains would thus follow. Another example is the celebration of 

fecundity festivals which is performed on the day of Basant Panchami (Saraswati 

Puja) by consecrating the seed on the day ofpanchami would lead to good harvest in 

future. Beside these, almost in every one or two month's, they celebrate Sagrantis 

like Chaite Sagranti, Maghe Sagranti, Asar Sagranti, Saune Sagranti etc. Women 

have a very crucial role to play in such celebrations. 

The role of trade unions in the affairs of the tea garden is one of the 

important aspects of the tea industry. Trade unions play an important role to fulfil 

the demands of workers. Though women form more than half of the labour force in 

tea plantations of Darjeeling Himalayas yet their participation in trade union 

activities has been low. It was observed that in all the seven tea gardens under study 

women workers have become the members of various trade unions like HPWU, 

DTDCKMU, NUPW, DCKSS, JSPTU etc. In some tea gardens like Singell, 

Springside and Badamtam women are also included in the executive committee of 

the trade union at garden level. Women workers are also found to have become 

conscious regarding the fulfillment of their demands through trade unions. I have 
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also cited the case study of Badamtam tea gardens where the women actively 

participated in various trade union activities and they became successful in fulfilling 

many demands specific to the women workers. But the overall picture shows that 

women's participation in trade union is not so active and significant despite their 

overwhelming majority in tea plantation. Many factors are responsible for their low 

level of participation such as low level of literacy as compared to men, pressure of 

domestic responsibilities, low level.of awareness about the aims and objectives of 

trade union, lack of enthusiasm on the part of women to take up union activities etc. 

The majority of studies including the present one identified the domestic 

responsibilities as constraints to effective participation of women in trade union 

activities. Domestic responsibilities certainly inhibit women's participation in union 

activities, but the effort should be directed at questioning the sexual division of · 

labour in work place and in home. Women's household responsibilities are often 

cited as a reason for low trade union participation but never questioned. This is an 

issue that needs to be addressed by trade unions especially in the context of 

overwhelming majority of women in tea plantations. It is true that no trade union 

organization has seriously taken up the job of preparing a cadre of women leaders. 

Study also revealed the fact that about 90 per cent of the women workers are 

ignorant about legislative provisions meant for their welfare. The union leaders do 

not take any interest to educate the women members about their rights. Generally 

women's lack of interest in power and politics is mainly responsible for the low 

level of their participation in trade union activities. The low level of women's 

participation in trade union activities might lead one to believe that the trade 

unionism in tea gardens is totally male-dominated where women have to accept the 

decisions already taken by their male leaders. But this is not entirely correct. As we 

have already seen many cases of violence and mass movement of trade unions where 

women played the leading role. All these instances show that women do have the 

potential for leadership, which needs to be developed. One could say that women, 

however peripheral their involvement in trade unions may be, have been 

considerably influenced by these movements. Despite several odds in the form of 

their preoccupation with household duties, they joined the trade unions and 



continued to take part in meetings and demonstrations designed to improve their 

standards of living. Thus, the female labourers working for years with male 

labourers in the same industry have become an integral part of the trade union 

movement in tea plantations ofDrujeeling Himalayas. 

II 

The constitution of India provides equal rights and privileges for men and 

women and makes special provisions for women to help them for improving their . 

status in the society. But, inspite of constitutional provisions there has been a 

staggering process in ameliorating the working condition and socio-economic status 

of rural women including working women in tea plantation. Though, the plantation 

women workers work very hard dawn to dusk but very little attention has been paid 

on them for their active involvement in plantation system and in social development. 

Their contributions have not been recorded and considered as much as they deserve. 

The food and nutrition of family entirely depends upon the activities of the women. 

The life of plantation women is overburdened of labour for family maintenance. A 

time has come to unveil the truth and to give due recognition to the plantation 

women. The over burden of support services of tea plantation women workers as 

child care, supply of water, collection of fuel and fodder etc. has to be relieved. The 

household activities or domestic chores are the most important activities from the 

point of view ofhuman social life. These plantation women workers are engaged not 

only with the necessity of contributing to household income but also with the 

reproductive labour consisting of bearing and caring of children, preparing of food, 

looking after elderly, nursing the sick and multitude of the other tasks that are 

labeled as "women's work". But very little attention have been paid by management 

and also by male members of the household to these working women for betterment 

of their working condition and social life too. 

The analysis of the effect of women's employment on the status of women 

revealed that the employment of women does not necessarily lead to a radical 

change in the work pattern at home. The traditional role of a women as a home

makers and socialisers of the young children remain unaltered despite their 



involvement in employment and earning in tea plantations. No doubt women making 

a financial contribution to the family income out of their labour but this does not 

lead to a change in the existing role structure and ensuring power position in the 

family. The working women in tea plantations are playing some role in decision

making process in the family and they are also obeyed and respected, but gender 

inequality still exists in day to day family and social life in tea plantations. As it is 

customary to perform the household work and childcare by women, men did little to 

reduce the increased workload of the working women of the family men only helped 

in areas which are less demeaning for them. Even during sickness of the child, 

women rather than men had to absent from the work. Husbands or male members in 

the family still continue to remain as main decision-makers. The awareness and 

participation of plantation women workers in professional organizations or trade 

union are quite low. Their self-perceived status or self image is also low as they are 

socialized in such a way to act and behave not according to their will but as per 

desire of the patriarchal structure of their society. But the hope is that the gender 

relations in plantation society is changing gradually in recent years. 

The study of Nepali women workers in tea plantation of Dmjeeling 

Himalayas reveals that their status is not much depended on their economic role but 

it is determined by the principle of social structure on which the respective culture 

and society is based. Even though women contribute substantially to the labour 

force, norms governing the traditional patriarchal social framework still continues 

and which has some impacts on them. Women workers do not enjoy independent 

property rights. However, a widow may enjoy her husband's property if she does not 

have an issue or having children of minor age. But in the absence of a son, the 

parental or husband's property may be enjoyed by the daughters. No doubt the 

Nepali women workers are enjoying more freedom of movement, economic 

participation, independent decision-making and respectable status in the society. But 

the forces of patriarchy and male domination in the society do not allow them to 

participate fully in all domains of community life say the religion and the politics. 

It is crucial for members of plantation communities, men and women, to 

introspect and debate among themselves on the issues of existing gender inequality 



prevalent in tea gardens. A debate is also needed between management and the 

workers to examine and review the contribution of women workers in plantation 

. system and the status they enjoy in their respective culture and community for the 

sake of empowerment and equality. 

III 

A number of remedial steps are needed to be taken to improve the working 

and living conditions of women workers 'in tea plantations of Dmjeeling Himalayas. 

But such a strategy has to be in accordance with the needs and interests of the 

women workers We may propose the following recommendations as suggested to 

me by men and women workers, trade union leaders and others during field studies 

to solve the problems of women workers in tea plantations .. 

1. First of all the plantation Labour Act of 1951 should be fully implemented. 

We see the reluctance on the part of Management or union leaders to 

implement them. The plantation Managements are not interested to take any 

initiative to improve the working condition for women workers unless they 

find there is a correlation between them and the productivity. They have 

tactfully reduced the provision of the PLA to the mere provision of 

permanent houses for the workers. Mere provision of housing for the 

workers is not enough to raise their standard of life. There should be 

adequate provision for safe drinking water, sanitation, drainage facilities in 

and around their living quarters. All these facilities will certainly reduce the 

domestic burdens of women. This will enable them not only to participate 

more actively in their work place and trade unions, but will also help them to 

overcome inherent handicap like illiteracy and ignorance. 

2. Management should establish creche houses nearer to work places and these 

are to be well maintained. In several tea gardens we saw the creche houses 

located far off places from the residential areas as well as workplaces. A well 

maintained creche house can relieve women temporarily from their 

continuous pre-occupation with child care. It will also enable them to work 

freely and if it is a piece-rate or thika system they can finish their work in 



2~2. 

time. It was observed that all the tea gardens under study have creche 

facilities where the working mother can keep their small children below the 

age of two years but all are poorly maintained. The quality of light food for 

babies (milk and biscuits) supplied by the garden authority is not good. The 

inadequate facilities of creche houses sometimes forced the working mothers 

to dropout the elder children from school {o, look after the minors. So the 

establishment of creche house with adequate facilities will not only help the 

working mothers to work freely but it will also help in the retention of 

children in schools and also to check the school dropouts. 

3. In India, there is no dearth of legislation concerning labour welfare. We have 

noted the importance of legislations like the Equal Remuneration Act of 

1976 in narrowing the difference of wages in the tea plantation and PLA, 

1951, which conferring the welfare facilities to the tea workers. The main' 

problem is the effective enforcement of these laws. There should be strict 

penalties if the Management fail to implement these provisions which are 

designed to improve the condition of workers, specially the \Vomen workers. 

4. To give equal status and prestige to women due importance should be given 

to literacy programme for women \\·orkers. Literacy is essential for enabling 

women to understand their rights and privileges. In this regard stress should 

be given on the needs and interests of the women. Literacy would enable 

them to know the things outside of the four walls of the house, their duties 

and responsibilities towards the welfare of the family, community and 

pl;ntation economy. It has become essential to make them conscious about 

the needs of having a planned family. The government should ensure 

adequate schooling facilities and also encourage adult literacy campaign. 

Non-formal education centers may be created for the sake of illiterate women 

workers. The government has opened an office of the workers' Education 

Centre in Siliguri in 1975. The main objective of this center is to teach the 

workers about their various rights and responsibilities given by the various 

Acts and legislations. The governn1ent should start such type of Workers' 

Education Centre in the hills, par ticularly in tea gardens. Education is the 



door through which people - men and women can enlighten themselves. It 

was observed that the Adult Education Scheme was not found in tea gardens. 

The government of India' a ambitious scheme of Education For All I Sarvo 

Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) is yet to cover the plantation regions. The problem 

of wastage and stagnation (drop out and retention) is very acute among the 

children of plantation labourers. The government is now trying to extend 

Total Literacy Campaign (TLC) among the workers of the tea gardens. But 

its success depends upon the commitment and attitude of TLC functionaries. 

The lack of education is a major cause of backwardness of women in tea 

gardens. So education for the women workers in tea gardens is an urgent 

need. 

5. Political parties and trade umons can play a vital role in enforcing 

implementation of leg~slations relating to plantation woikers by building up 

pressures from below. Though a number of issues, mainly concerning 

improvement in wages and payment of bonuses have been raised in this 

manner, but women's issues have been continuously absent from the agenda 

of the political parties and the trade unions; The provision like creches has 

not figured as an issue in any of the major negotiations between trade unions 

and the managements. The formation of women's cells or committees in 

each political party and trade unions is very necessary to press the demands 

specific to women. Their problems can be solved through organized activity 

by the women themselves. Women need to organize themselves along gender 

lines so that their concerns are adequately addressed. 

6. We have already pointed out that the ill effects of deforestation are visible in 

the tea plantations all over the Dmjeeling hills. The deforestation is caused 

by increasing population pressure. The forests are continuously under attack 

from clearing for cultivation, grazing for livestock, firewood extraction etc. 

Due to large-scale deforestation, water has become a scarce commodity in 

the hills. Women have been the worst sufferers as a result of uncontrolled 

·degradation of forest and local environment. The fetching of drinking water 

consume much time of women workers. The deforestation has. added more 



burden for women to collect fodder and firewood. Plantation women have to 

travel a vast distance to collect fuel and fodder. Those who are lucky to get 

money sent by their menfolk (those who are working outside in army, and 

other services etc.) can afford to buy kerosene oil and LPG which is also not 

regularly available, wood is still the main source of fuel for the vast number 

of tea workers. Recently, management is supplying coal briquette in lieu of 

firewood which is not sufficient for the whole year. Drudgery in work which 

is increasing owing to distant water fetching and fuel and fodder gathering 

etc. has to be minimized through appropriate policies. There is an urgent 

need to start afforestation programme for the survival of tea industry as well 

as to reduce or lighten the burden of women workers. Afforestation 

programme should be taken up by the government as well as NGOs to check 

the environmental degradation in the hilly region of Darj eeling Himalayas. A 

scheme like social forestry may be implemented in and around garden areas 

as an effective measures to counter the problems like shortage of fuel wood 

and fodder. 

7. Tea Industry is exclusively labour intensive, hence intensive extra efforts are 

required to take care of workers health. As we know that the women are 

numerically dominant in labour force, proper steps should be taken to 

improve their health status. Here the example or experience of the Mother's 

Club in the Do oars plantation areas is noteworthy. In 1991, with the support 

of the UNFP A, UNICEF and the Govt. of India, the DBIT A launched an 

ambitious scheme known as Integrated Parasite Control and Family Welfare 

Project. The scheme aimed at educating the garden population about health 

problems and environmental sanitation. Under the scheme each garden has 

set up a Mother's Club comprising of literate mother and have successfully 

carried out the drive against alcoholism among workers. Such project or 

scheme should be carried out in tea gardens ofDarjeeling hills also. Workers 

must be made aware of the fact that alcoholism, absenteeism etc. contribute 

to the loss of organisation's wealth due to reduction in production, 

productivity and quality and ultimately affect their family. 



8. Discrimination of employment between men and women must be eliminated 

or there should not be any discrimination on the basis of sex while recruiting 

in various plantation jobs. The present study revealed that women constituted 

a numerically dominant working force since the inception of tea industry in 

Darjeeling Himalayas but they were denied promotional facilities for more 

than a century. Their recruitment in sub-staff or supervisory staff and clerical 

grades is A recent phenomenon. That too limited to few tea gardens only. 

Women workers stated that both the management and trade union leaders are 

reluctant to recruit women in supervisory and clerical posts. These people 

still consider women as incapable or inefficient for holding such positions. 

So there is an urgent need to bring the attitudinal changes or changing the 

mind set of male members towards this issue. Women should be given equal 

chances for upward job mobility. Promotional facilities to be providedifthey 

fulfill the requisite qualifications. 

9. As regards the appointment of cadres in management category, local people, 

specially the women should be given enough opportunity. It was observed 

that a very few tea gardens have appointed local people in management 

category and that too limited in the rank of assistant managers. With the 

exception of very few tea gardens the post of Manager and Deputy Manager 

are always held by outsiders. In the history of Darjeeling Tea industry, the 

first lady Assistant Manager of Nepali Community had been appointed in 

1997. In this regard the trade unions as well as the managements should play 

positive role in encouraging the women to take up the responsible jobs as 

this will positively contribute to the betterment of tea industry where more 

than half of the working force are females. Though the appointment of 

Labour Welfare Officer is mandatory under PLA, 1951, only a few tea 

gardens have appointed Labour Welfare Officer. Out of 7 tea gardens under 

study only Badamtam tea garden has appointed Labour Welfare Officer. The 

Official records of Labour offices have shown that out of 78 tea gardens in 

Darjeeling Himalayas only about ten 10 gardens are having L.W.O. The 

workers are of the opinion that only the local people (if possible the ladies) 



should be appointed as L.W.O. as the people from outside usually do not 

take interest on the improvement of workers and they always side with the 

management for their self interest. 

10. Management should adopt human relation approach while preventing and 

settling any industrial dispute. The labour should be treated as the equal 

partner in the prosperity of the garden and industry. It will encourage the 

workers to work with interest and efficiency. The management should 

provide welfare activities in the gardens. Expenditure on thes~ facilities 

should not be considered as wasteful expenditure rather it should be 

considered as investment in human resources. The Labour Department 

should periodically conduct field visits to examine the situation and to 

acquaint with the functioning of the tea industry, implementation of labour 

laws and grievances of the workers. The management and the trade unions 
' . 

should cooperate in such situation. The role of Labour Welfare Officer 

should be treated as very important link between workers and management 

settling and preventing industrial disputes in the garden . Labour Welfare 

Office should give a special emphasis on women workers for obvious 

reasons. 

11. The most urgent need is to include· women worker's vo1ces m policy 

formation and intervention relating To their progress and development in 

plantation social system. 

Above all, no legislations and benefits would improve the position of women 

workers so long they themselves donot try to find out solutions to their problems. 

This may help them to increase their active participation in profession and so also in 

social, cultural and community life to which they belongs. 


